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Number control of the main unit and conference system single connecting and
sounds signal adapted the same cable. (8DIN)
Operate independently or connect with computer external and use with software
simultaneously,managing kinds of conference function (conference mode or
operation: Appointed to speak, Free, Applied to speak and FIFO, etc)
Single unit can manage functions: Open, Limit, FIFO
Has three conference management:(Open )(FIFO)（LIMIT）
Can setting speaking number 1~9 or Open.
Built-in video camera tracking function.
The board has LCD screen display, 122x32 lattice demonstration conference pattern.
Also, it has function button, knob for system setting and adjusting.
Has audio signal output interface, external connect with REC or audio equipments
Frequency response : 100HZ ~18KHZ；Total harmonic distortion: 100HZ~18KHZ
System sound output < 0.1%
Consumption : 115W
Adapted AC220V power
In accordance with international conference equipments and international safety
standard UL, CE certificate.
N. G ：11.8kg
External dimensions ：485mm（including microphone hand）×100mm（2U，including
foot pad）×355mm （W×H×D. It can be put on the table or install in the 19inch frame
This system can be used with video camera automatic tracking system and voting
system.
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YC835C/D Chairman/Delegate Unit
Chairman unit
Including the functions of the delegate unit, chairman unit has other following functions.


The chairman unit number in the system is unrestricted, can join in any position of the
system.



Turn down delegate MIC by press the priority button.



Indicative sound for chairman unit (optional)

Delegate unit


Designed in accordance to ISO and IEC914.



The system power supply for all the delegate units is provided by the main frame at
12 safe voltages.



3.8P-DIN plugs for system T-type connection.



Electric capacity type microphone, equipped with windshield cover.



Extended pipe optional.



The annular red indicator lamp could show the state of the microphone.



The microphone has a speaking button and indicator lamp; it can control the state of
speech.



Auto-off function: The microphone would close automatically in 35 seconds after
making a speech.
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